
To Meet Your 
Business Goals

How To 
Create 
a Video 

Strategy 



It can be difficult to create a marketing video that meets your 

business goals and captures the attention of your audience. 

This guideline and workbook will assist you in developing a 

plan that will help you effectively create engaging and strategic 

videos . 

A good video plan clearly outlines strategies and the scope of 

the campaign, so everyone is clear about the vision for the final 

product. Once you have identified the strategic direction for 

your video, you can start work on developing a creative script, 

storyboard and video style that effectively meets your strategic 

goals.

Opening

After reading this guide you will understand how to:

• Set objectives and goals for your video

• Define your target audience

• Create a call-to-action

• Determine your video’s delivery and distribution 

• Set evaluation methods

• Budget and create production timelines

• Select and prioritize content

• Choose a suitable video style and design

• Develop a storyboard Lets Begin
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Every marketing project is unique and despite the 
size or scope of the project it is important to have a 

strategy to ensure you meet your goals. 

StrategyStrategy



Sample objectives:

• Lead Generation

• Close Deals

• Training

• Lead Qualification

• Build Relationships 

• Move Prospects Forward

• Branding

Establish your primary objective 
and provide further context in one 
or two brief sentences. 

Your objectives will help define the overall direction of the 

video, and when you stay focused on the video’s strategy 

you will create one that is not only aesthetically pleasing 

but also meets your business goals and calls your audience 

into action.  

The single most important aspect of a successful video is  

a clear message that connects your audience with your 

objective. 

EXAMPLE:
  
“Create an employee recruiting 
video that showcases our culture 
and highlights the challenging 
and impactful work we have to 
offer.”  

• Explainer 

• Content Marketing 

• Recruitment

• Product/ Service Launch 

• Testimonial 

• Entertainment 

objective
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Audience
Defining your video goals is important, and so is defining 
your target audience.  A targeted and smaller audience 

makes it much easier to deliver a video that resonates with 
that audience and compels them to take action. The more 
generic your audience, the fewer people you will speak to. 

Audience



Create a persona for your audience that provides specific details 

going beyond demographics. Understanding what drives your 

audience can give you clearer insight than just understanding 

their gender or age group. 

Developing an audience persona can help you understand their 

ethos and relate to them, as real humans beings. Having a deep 

understanding of your audience is critical in creating tailored 

content that appeals to them. 

For example you may know that your video’s audience is college 

students, but do you know what their specific interests and needs 

are? Their daily habits - shopping, school, social activities? In 

order to truly understand your audience, it’s important to know as 

much as possible about them, including how they see your brand, 

product or service today to establish a starting point. 

audience
When you know who your 

target audience is, it helps to 
establish the tone, pacing and 

general feel of the video. It 
will also help determine the 
best channels to distribute 

your content. 
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• What drives your audience to share content? 

• Where do they watch content?

• What do they value?

• What are their interests? 

• Who do they aspire to be?

• What are their biggest challenges?

• How do they learn about new information?

• How do they spend their free time?

• What social platforms are they on?

• How do they prefer to shop? 

who is your target audience?

Provide as much detail about 
your audience's habits and ethos, 
to create an audience persona. 

questions to consider:
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When all is said and done, what action are 
you going to ask your audience to take?

call-to-
action

call-to-
action



Ultimately the goal of the call-to-action is to collect a viewer's contact information or have them engage with more of 

your content. It is essential that your call-to-action is excruciatingly clear with what you want your audience to do.

1. Your call-to-action needs to be 
action oriented 

Examples:

• Watch more

• Free quote 

• Download content via a form 

• Contact you

• Schedule an appointment or consultation

2. Include persuasive text

• What is your offer and how valuable is it to your audience?

• What are the benefits of the offer to your particular audience? 

• How can you create a sense of urgency around the offer?

4. Include strong Visuals 

Including strong visuals helps your offer 

stand off the page and entice your audience 

to take action.

Example:

3. Be easy to find

Where are you planning on placing your call-to-action in context to your video? Within the script? Embedded in the video? 

On the same page as the video? There are many ways to use a call-to-actions in your video, but it's important to consider 

how you plan to present your call-to-action before you start. 
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DistributionDistribution
It’s important to plan how you are 

going to distribute your video 
before you start. When you know 
where your content will live, you 

can optimize your video to suit the 
platforms you choose to use.



Paid: Online/Television

•  Will reach a diverse audience that otherwise would not 

    find your website or social media sites.

•  Your video will reach people beyond the Internet. 

•  A paid advertisement will allow you to see immediate

    results. 

Website

•   A great starting point for distributing your marketing video. 

•   A website is the center of your online presence.

•   Consider how you are going to host your video.  Using a

     third party or embedding the video directly on your 

     website each have their unique benefits.

Email Campaign

•  Creates more entry points for potential and current 

    customers to engage with your product or service.

•  Use links in your email campaigns that will route traffic

    to your social media accounts, and website.  

•  Increased open and click-through rate when videos are

    embedded. 

Trade Show

 •  Seen more as a conversation starter, don’t give  

     away all the information about the product or service.

 •  Typically trade show floors are loud; use graphics instead

     of voice overs. 

 •  Consider a playlist of short videos that combine to loop 

     together. 

Event/Presentation 

 •  Use videos as support for your presentation

 •  Keep videos in the 1-2 min range and consider how 

     you will use them in other ways - upcycle. 

Social

•   The majority of videos distributed on social platforms

     are viewed “silent until click”. 

•   People tend to share video on social platforms more.

Distribution by 
platform
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YouTube 

Largest growing video network with over 1 Billion 

users. More than half of YouTube views come from 

mobile devices 

•  Don’t forget to have a subscribe button at the end.

Facebook 

Has a significant reach to a variety of demographics, 

and offers paid advertising options. 

•  Square video takes up 78% more screen space on 

mobile devices.

Instagram / Snapchat 

Most of the videos on Instagram and Snapchat are 

consumed through a vertical format. Remember to 

keep the video short, these platforms have limita-

tions on video length 

Twitter

Due to the nature of Twitter, videos on the platform 

work best if they are short.  However, Twitter will let 

you post videos up to 140 seconds long (and even 

longer for select publishers).  Remember that the 

majority of twitter is viewed on mobile devices so be 

sure your video is optimized for small screens. 

Social Media
Distribution tips
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EvaluationEvaluation
Return on Investment (ROI) is the measure used to evaluate your 
videos performance or compare the efficiency of investment. In 
other words, you are measuring the success of the video based 

on what you put into it. 



view count

View count is a great measurement for impressions, but it is only the begin-

ning of the story. View count is an important measurement for ensuring your 

video is reaching an audience.  However, we suggest using a few other metrics 

including feedback and click-through rate to understand the performance of 

your video.

engagement

Engagement is the percent of a video that the audience watched and tells you 

a little more about the quality of your video. Once people started watching 

your video, did they watch the entire video? Where did they drop off? How 

many times did they watch the video? Video platforms such as Wistia and 

Vidyard can provide these kinds of statistics. 

Play rate

Calculating the number of page 

visitors who clicked on the video 

helps to measure relevance. Is the 

video in the right place? Is the 

context correct?

Site Metrics

If your video is on your website, 

you can use site metrics such as 

bounce rate, time spent on the 

page, sign-up and subscriptions to 

measure the user experience. If 

your video is done right, you 

should see improvements to your 

overall website metrics. 

social sharing

How excited are people to share your video?  Monitor which social platforms 

your video had a higher success rate and where to invest promotion of your 

videos in the future.  The more your video is shared, the more people will see 

your content and provide feedback. 

Measuring 
successes
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How do you plan to measure the success of your video?

Video is a valuable marketing investment 

and like other marketing initiatives it’s 

important to evaluate performance by 

analyzing metrics to determine the success 

of your video campaign. 

Measuring 
successes
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Every video project is unique, so there is no hard and fast 

formula for calculating a cost for your video. Video production 

costs are flexible and depending on what type of video you 

are looking for they can be adjusted to meet any content 

requirements and budget.

If you have a set budget consider sharing it with potential 

video partners so they can prepare an estimate within your 

range. If you are unsure how much to invest, creating a clear 

outline of your goals and providing examples of the type of 

video you are looking to create, is a great place to start when 

discussing costs with your video partner. 

Do you have a set budget for this 
project? 

   Yes      No

Budget

What is your budget?
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Timeline Timeline 
A good marketing video can take anywhere 
from a week to a couple months to develop. 

The timeline can vary depending on resources, 
budget, locations, feedback and approvals. 



Deadline

Once you know who is involved, how much time do they 

typically take? It’s typical to allow 48 hours for feedback at 

each key point of the video production process. However 

this might not always be achievable for everyone on your 

team. Knowing this at the beginning of your planning helps 

to make sure that you can allow enough time for everyone 

to provide feedback without compromising your launch 

date.

Developing a production timeline is crucial and it starts 

with the expected launch date of the video. Once you have 

selected your date, ask yourself whether this date is fixed or 

has some flexibility? Is the video tied to a bigger campaign 

or event? Is it worth pushing the video launch date a week 

or two in order to save a substantial amount of money or 

book your preferred talent?

If you have internal reviews or meetings that you need to 

have rough cuts prepared for, its important that you also 

outline these dates up front as they will affect the overall 

production timeline. A major factor to meeting your dead-

line is the feedback and approval process. Before you start, 

who needs to sign off on the project? Are there other 

departments, such as legal, that could delay or change the 

project?

When is your video deadline? 

Is the launch tied to an event or 
campaign?

What are your key milestone events 
and dates during production?

Fixed flexible
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List out everyone you will need to provide feedback and sign off, in each 

stage of video production and note how much time they will require.  

Note: No one should be taking part in only approving the final video - their 

feedback may have a major impact on the overall content and it will be 

time consuming and costly to change at this stage. 

Contact Stage in production feedback time

Name Dept. Storyboard Script Rough Cut Sign Off Time Needed Out Of Office Plans?

Tip: Don’t forget to ask your approval 

team if anyone has out of office plans 

during the feedback or sign off process 

and make plans to accommodate. 
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content & 
creative
content & 
creative

This is where you go back to your goals and call to 
action and focus on what you want your audience to 

walk away knowing. 

In general less is more. When you have too much infor-
mation in one video you can dilute the message. Focus 
in on a small selection of your key points to ensure that 

your audience clearly understands that message.



Video Style

There are many styles of 

videos to choose from. 

You can select a combina-

tion of styles using your 

objective and target audi-

ence to help guide your 

choice. 

Examples:

•  Scripted Action

•  Animation

•  Footage

•  Talking Head

Music

Music can make or break a 

video, and can pull 

together the overall piece. 

A well selected piece of 

music can set a tone and 

help lead your audience 

on a journey.

Language

Your choice of language can 

help connect your audience. 

Using too much jargon can 

feel too academic. Try to 

use simpler language and 

raise more complex ideas.

Tone

Tone is all about how you 

want your viewers to feel 

when they watch your 

video - happy, excited, 

moved, ready for action 

etc. Video is most  effec-

tive when you emotionally 

engage with you audience. 

Knowing the tone you 

want to set helps guide 

your choice of video style, 

script and music. 

Video
Content
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Length

Deciding on the length of your video is crucial 

to your videos success. When you work closely 

with your video content, it can be difficult to 

believe your audience won’t be interested in 

sitting down and watching a 10 min video on 

your business, product or service. The reality is 

we live in a world with short attention spans 

and content overload, so keep it short.

If you have free reign on your videos timing, 

understanding your target audience, delivery 

methods, call to action and video style can help 

determine your video length. As is less is more, 

shorter is always better.  

If you find that you have a conflicting amount 

of content versus an ideal video length, you 

may want to consider developing multiple 

videos or a series to convey your information. A 

series is not only helpful in keeping your videos 

short for ultimate engagement, you will have 

more content for marketing purposes and 

potentially a greater ROI. 

What level of terminology is best suited 
for your audience?

how do you want your audience to feel?

what emotions are you trying to evoke in 
your video?

Is this fixed to a delivery format or a 
specific length? 

If you decide on a series, indicate the 
average length of the videos and the 
topic categories.

Questions
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video style 
& Design
video style 
& Design

There are many video styles to choose 
from when creating your video. You can 

select a combination of styles using 
your objective and target audience to 

help guide your choice. 
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Scripted Action 

Animation

Talking head

Footage

These types of videos help connect the viewer to a 

story and acquaint them with your brand. They are 

highly produced videos that are scripted and utilize 

actors to tell the story. 

When you have limited time, budget and existing 

footage, animation is a great option. 

The interview style is a great way to create authentic 

messages. Avoid sticking to a Q&A format in your 

final video and instead use your interviewees 

answers to weave together a story.

Whether you utilize your own footage or stock, these 

videos are created using only B-Roll footage. They 

are cost effective and can be created fairly quickly.

• Product Ad

• Service Ad

• Brand Story

• Explainer Video

• Product Capability

• Product

• Service Overview

• How To

• Testimonial

• About Us

• Recruitment

• Service Video

Script: Yes

Depending on the delivery of the video, 

these videos are often supported with a 

scripted voiceover.

These videos are generally supported by a 

strong scripted voiceover and supporting 

graphics. 

Prepare interview questions you wish to 

cover, and have the interviewee include 

the question in their answer. Often, the 

question will be edited out in

post-production

$$$ - $$$$

$ - $$$

$ - $$$

$$- $$$$

Best For

Script: Yes Best For

Script: Yes Best For

Script: No Best For

These require full scripts prior to 

production.



Do you have any existing footage to utilize? 

Branding 

Before you start getting wild with creativity 

it's important for everyone to understand 

whether there are any brand standards to 

adhere to and how flexible they are. You may 

be looking for a unique campaign direction or 

something that aligns with your existing style. 

It's important to understand if there are 

guidelines to follow and how closely they 

need to be adhered to before moving into the 

creative design. 

Do you have Branding Guidelines? How 
closely does this video needs to follow 
branding guidelines:

What style of video is going to suit your 
goals and audience?
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storyboard
& Script
storyboard
& Script

Now that you have a strategic and creative 
direction for your marketing video it’s time to 

put pen to paper and build your story. 



TIP: If you are having problems deciding on content or story flow, use post-it notes to 

layout all the content you would like to include. Post-it notes allow you to play around with 

the flow physically. This can help you visualize all your options and quickly make changes. 

Your storyboard will help you visualize your video before spending any money on production. It will continue to evolve as you 

receive feedback and new ideas. Before you pull out the camera you want your storyboard to be in near final state. 

Allow 2 seconds per frame and use the sketch box to show changes in scenes or camera angels, who or what is in the frame 

and the type of shot. The text area can be used to describe the scene, dialogue and graphics. 

storyboard  

Download Your Free Storyboard Template 
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58c199cdebbd1a9d3cdb280f/t/5a6670438165f524927c2251/1516662855528/IMC_Storyboard+Template_2018.pdf


Ready To 
get started?

Ready To 
get started?

In our experience when you determine your goals 
and strategy in the early stages of the video develop-

ment process, it ensures that you produce a video 
that meets your objectives, allowing for greater ROI. 
There will always be some flux in planning, but with 
the information you have covered in this guide and 

workbook, you are in a great place to start your video 
project in-house or with a video partner.



How can we help you?

We help our clients create videos as part of their strategic marketing for a range of purposes and budgets. 
Understanding what you want to achieve is the first step to creating successful video content. It can be 
tempting to jump straight into creative ideas, but it is important to lay a foundation so that your investment 
in video meets your goals and engages your audience. 

Whether our clients have a complete strategy and brief outlined or they only know that they need a cam-
paign, we work with clients at all stages of the process. We support them in developing a creative campaign 
from concept to delivery.

Contact information

Name: Melissa
Phone: 508.812.5100
Email: MelissaC@Inventivemarcomm.com
www.inventivemarcomm.com

Inventive Marketing + Communication

Who Are we?

We're Inventive - a creative, down-to-earth and talented team of individuals who are as committed to your 
success as you are. 
As an innovative marketing and communications agency, we instinctively know how to turn the heads that 
matter. We use our insight and expertise to give you a fresh perspective and help you communicate in a 
clear and compelling way - one that gets you the results you deserve. 
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